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Let [F, denote the linite field of q elements and let p denote the charac- 
teristic of [F,. 
If a, b E IF,, ab #O, and n 3 2 is an integer, p f n, let X,(a, b) be the 
Fermat curve axy” + by” = Y’. We denote by N,(a, b, q) the number of 
projective F,-rational points of X,,(a, h). Hasse and Davenport [2] proved 
that 
IN,(a, b, q) - (q + 111 G (n - l)(n - 2) q”‘. (1) 
This is a special case of the Riemann hypothesis for curves over finite fields 
proved by Weil [ll]. 
In [9], Stohr and Voloch gave a method to improve, in several 
circumstances, Weil’s result. In this note we shall apply the results of [9], 
taking into account the special features of X,,(a, b), to give improved upper 
bounds on N,(u, b, q). We shall also discuss Waring’s problem for [F,. 
Our main result will be Theorem 1 below, of which the following result is 
a special case. 
COROLLARY 1. Ifs is an integer such that 1 < s < n - 3 and sn <p, then 
n(n-3) 1 
N,,(a, b, q) d (M - 1) e2 + z. (sn(q + M) - 3nA - dB), (2) 
where 
M= - 1, B=sn-M, 
* This work was initiated while the first author was in Heidelberg with a grant from the 
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. 
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and 
/I=; (n-s- l)s(s- l)(s+4)+ 
L 
.s(s - 1 )(s - 2)(s + 5) 
4 1; 
and d is the nurrzher qf‘ [F,-rational points @‘X,,(a, h) Mlith .YJT = 0. 
1. FROBENIUS ORDERS AND RATIONAL POINTS 
In this section we prove our main result using some results from [9]. We 
start by summarizing them. Let XG P” be an irreducible algebraic curve 
which is not contained in a hyperplane of p*‘. The order-sequence at a 
point PE X is defined to be the set of intersection multiplicities at P of X 
with the hyperplanes of p*‘. Almost all points of X have the same order- 
sequence which is called the order-sequence of X and is denoted by 
(&()<E, <E2< “. <C,$,j. ’ X is said to have classical orders if E;= i for 
i=O, 1, . . . . M. The order-sequence of X is also characterized as the smallest 
sequence of natural numbers (in the lexicographic order) for which 
det(DI”I’ s,) # 0, where Dj’) is the jth Hasse derivative with respect to the 
separating variable t and .Y(,, s, , . . . . .Y,%, are the coordinate functions. Now 
let X be defined over [F,. From the sequence {E”, Ed, . . . . cM) one can select a 
subsequence [ 110, v,, . . . . u,,~ , ). (called the Frohenius order-sequence over iF, 
of X) with the property of being the smallest sequence in the lexicographic 
order for which the following determinant does not vanish identically 
X is said to have classical Frobenius orders over iF, if vi= i for 
i=O, 1, . . . . M- 1. It is proved in [9] (Theorem 2.13, Proposition 2.4, and 
discussion at the beginning of Section 3) that if X has N rational points 
over IF,, g is the genus of X, and d is its degree in PM, then 
MNd(vo+vl+ ... +v,~~mm,)(2g-2)+d(q+M)- c A(P), (*) 
PE .I. 
where A(P) = CE, (j, - v, , ) - A4 if P is rational over IF, and 
A(P) = C,“i; i (j, - u[) otherwise. Here 0 =j, <,j, < ... <j, is the order- 
sequence at a point P E X. 
When we talk about the order-sequence (or the Frobenius order- 
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sequence over Ey) of a linear system on a curve we mean the order- 
sequence (or the Frobenius order-sequence over Fy) of the image curve by 
the morphism corresponding to the linear system. 
Let D denote the divisor cut out on X,,(a. h) by the line ; = 0. 
THEOREM 1. Zf s is an integer such that 1 <s < II - 3 and ij‘ lsD[ is a 
linear system in X,,(a, h) rlith classical Frohenius orders ooer [F,, then (2) 
holds with notation as in Corollary, 1. 
Prooj: lsDI has degree A = sn and dimension M. In order to apply the 
above results we compute the order-sequence of IsDl at those points of 
X,,(a, h) with .YJ~Z = 0. 
Suppose P= (1:cc:O) EX,,(~, h). The line z = 0 intersects X,(a, b) with 
multiplicity 1 and the line )I- KY = 0 intersects X,,(a, h) with multiplicity n. 
It follows immediately that the /sDJ-orders at P are {i+njli,.j>O, 
i+,j<sj. 
So we have 3n points on X,*(a, h) with .YJZ = 0 having the (SD\-orders 
(i+rvIi,j>,O, i+j<sj and n of them are rational over IF,. Hence it 
follows from the inequality (*) that 
N,,(a,h.q)G(M-l)(g-l)+b[sn(q+M)-d(il.-A-M)-3nA], 
where A’=xfL, (j,-(l-l)) and A=Cfl,‘(j,-f) with jj,ll=l,2 ,..., M), 
= (i + nj( i,j 3 0. i +.j d s ). The theorem now follows from an elementary 
calculation. 1 
Corollary 1 follows from this theorem since, by [9 Corollary 2.71, IsDl 
has classical Frobenius orders for deg SD = SIZ <p. There are several other 
instances where l.sDl has classical Frobenius orders and so Theorem 1 
applies. Notice that IsDl has classical Frobenius orders if it has classical 
orders and M<p, as follows from [9 Proposition 2.31. 
It follows from the main result of [S] that, for p#2. IDI has classical 
orders if and only if n & 1 (mod p). In this case (s = 1) we have M = 2 and 
hence I DI has classical Frobenius orders when p 3 3 and II f 1 (mod p). 
We shall determine in Theorem 2 below exactly when IDI has classical 
Frobenius orders. 
In [6, Theorem 31, it is proved that, for p 3 7, 1201 has classical orders if 
and only if p does not divide (n- l)(n-2)(n + 1)(2n- 1). Hence 1201 has 
classical Frobenius orders when p 3 7 and p 1 (n’ - 1 )(n - 2)(2n -- 1 ), since 
in this case (s = 2) we have M = 5. We shall determine in Theorem 3 below 
exactly when 1201 has classical Frobenius orders. It is also shown in [6] 
that IsDl is classical for p > A4 and p j n;=, n:zr , (rn + t). 
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Partial results on the case s = II - 3 (the canonical linear system) were 
obtained in [7]. 
Inequality (2) with s= 1 reads 
N,,(h b, q 1 d 
n(n+q- 1)-rl(n-2) 
2 
(3) 
This bound is better than the upper bound given by (1) when, roughly, n is 
larger than q”l/2. The following result, together with Theorem 1, tells 
precisely when (3) is valid. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose p # 2. ) DI has non-classical Frobenius orders on 
X,(a, b) ouer F,,,” t f  and only if n = (p’” - 1 )/(p’ - 1) for some integer r < m, 
r/m, and a, h E [F,,. 
Proqf By a remark made above, if ID\ has non-classical Frobenius 
orders then n = 1 (mod p). We write II =p’l+ 1 with p 11. 
Dehomogenize X,(a, b), i.e., consider the affine equation ax” + ~JJ” = 1. It 
follows from the proof of Theorem 0.1 of [9] that IDI has non-classical 
Frobenius orders if and only if 
This equation is equivalent to 
&“/ + I’“’ + by/“‘+ P”’ = 1, (**I 
If I~Z < r we get a,& “I’+ I + hyp’ “I’+ ’ = 1 which is an equation of degree less 
than n linking x and y, which is absurd. So we may assume that r < TV and 
we get 
a~:pr .y;l+pm-r +/,‘:I” ,,‘+“” ‘= 1. 
Differentiating this last equation with respect to x and rearranging, we get 
This is absurd (since X,(u, b) is not a rational curve) unless pm r + l- 
1 -p’f=O, which gives I= (p”-“- l)/(p’- 1). So n=(p”- l)/(p’- 1) 
with rim and r < m. We then have a”fb/a b’lp’ = 1, i.e., b/u E IF,,. With the 
condition on n just proved we have that Eq. (**) can be written as 
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Taking the p’th power of the defining equation of the curve we get 
Using that b/a E IF,,, we conclude that ap’ = a. Hence a and b belong to [F,,. 
This proves the “only if” part of the theorem and the converse is now 
trivial. 1 
Inequality (2) with s = 2 reads 
N,,(a,b,q)<~(q+Zt~-1)-:(2n-5). (4) 
This bound is better than the upper bound given by (1) when, roughly, 
q<25n’/4. Bound (4) is better than the upper bound given by (3) when, 
roughly, q 3 3n + d. We know already that bound (4) is valid if p > 7 and p 
does not divide (n - 2)(n - 1 )(n + 1)(2n - 1). The following result, together 
with Theorem 1, tells precisely when (4) is valid. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose p > 5. Then 1201 has non-classical Frobenius orders 
on X,,(a, b) over IF,,, exactly in the follon,ing cases.. 
(1) Vplln- 1). 
(2) Zf pl(n-2) and n=2(p”‘-l)/(p’-1) with r<rn, rim, and 
a, b E iF,,,. 
(3) Zfp1(2,1-I) andn=(p”-1)/2(p’-1) with m=tr, t even, and 
a’, b’ E F P” 
Proof We have to analyze when the following determinant vanishes, 
i 
x - xq x2 - xzq .I’ - yq xy - xqyq )‘2 _ 92 
1 2x D”‘( I,) D”‘(<xy) &(;I:~) 
F=det 0 1 D’“(y) D”‘(xJJ) D’2’(~‘2) , 
0 0 D’3’(y) D’3’(xy) D’“(y’) 
0 0 ) D’4’(y) D’4’(x~j) Dt4’( y’) 
where q =p”’ and D'"(f) is the HasseeSchmidt derivative with respect to x. 
Using the product formula D”‘(fg) = C; = ,, D”‘(f) D” ~ ‘j(g) and perform- 
ing elementary operations on the last two columns we get: 
J’-?‘y 0 -(p-y)’ 
D”‘(y) .I-.P 0 
P’(y) D”‘(J) (D”‘(v))’ 
LF3’(y) P’(y) 20”‘(y) D”‘(y) 
LY4’(y) D’3’(y) 2LsL’(y) @3’(y)+ (D’2’(y))2 
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Using the formula D”‘(D”‘(f‘))= (‘t’) D”“‘(f‘), where (‘T’) is the 
binomial coefficient, and differentiating successively the defining equation 
we get 
where E = (II + 1) ax” + (II - 2 ) and 
H=a’(n+ l)(n+2).u’“+a(n+ 1)(4n-7).u”+(n-2)(n-3). 
After long computations we get 
(***I 
where 
G= 
a2(n + 1) J?’ 2 a’(n - 1) x7” ’ 
- 18/,2 >,2,J 1 ‘c.(.Yq-.Y)?+ h ,,,, -1 (.x4 .Y ) 
u(n - 2) x” ’ 
9hy” 
.J.(.uq-.~)(?~Y-1,)+u(n- l).Y”(J+-J) 
n+l 
with 
c= -(n-2)u2s’“-u(212- l).v”+(2n- 1). 
J=(n+l)a’s”‘-(n+l)a.u”+2(2n-1). 
K=(n-2)a’.u’“-(4n-5)u.u”+(n-2). 
Part (1) of Theorem 3 follows directly from (*** ). We just have to analyze 
the cases when p 1 (n - 2)(n + 1)(2n - 1). 
Case p I (n + 1). i.e., n = -1 modp. In this case we have that (up to 
multiplication by a non-zero function) 
G = ux”y(.u“ -.u) + (Ad’- s)( y“ - y) + by”.x(f’- ~2). 
Using that uxn + hy” = 1, we get 
G = yJ,di ~ u.yn + ’ ,‘I _ /, ? 1 .‘I + IgY, 
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Suppose that the Frobenius orders are non-classical, i.e., that G = 0. Write 
II + 1 =p’l with p J 1. If r 3 m, taking the p”th root of G we get 
.~~--l’P”‘SP’~m.I?,_hI!Pm?,P’~‘“.l.~=O, 
which is an equation of degree <n. So we must have r < nr and taking the 
p’th root of G we get 
Differentiating this last expression with respect to .Y, we obtain 
P”’ ‘+,l-/ 
= 0. 
It then follows that 
O=p"' r + ,, - 1 = p"' r+p’l- 1 -I, 
which is impossible. This shows that the Frobenius orders are classical ifp 
divides (n + 1). 
Case pi (n - 2), i.e., n = 2 mod p. In this case we have that (up to multi- 
plication by a non-zero function) 
G=ax” ‘(.~~-.~)~+2a.u” ‘(sY--.~)+2b~“~‘(~Y-~)+b~~‘i~2(~1’-~)2. 
Using that a.~” + b),” = 1, we get 
G = &’ 2 + + b,," ~ 2 y2y- 1. (****) 
Suppose that the Frobenius orders are non-classical, i.e., that G=O. Write 
n - 2 =p’l with p [ 1. If r > m, taking the p”th root of G, we get an equation 
of degree <n. So we must have r < nz and taking the p’th root of G, we get 
allP’ My/ S2pm-’ +/,l’P’4”y2Pmm’- 1 =O, 
Differentiating this last expression with respect to X, we obtain 
2pm-‘+lL,, 
= 0. 
It then follows that 
This gives n=2.((pm--l)/(pr-1)) with r-cm and rim. We then have 
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a’!r’ = b’,P’(a/h), i.e., / b a E iF,,. With the condition on II just proved, we have 
that Eq. (****) above with G=O can be written as 
We conclude that a, b E [F,,, as in the proof of Theorem 2. This proves the 
necessity of the conditions in part (2) of Theorem 3, the sufficiency being 
now trivial. 
Case pl(2n - 1 ), i.e., 2n = 1 mod p. In this case we have (up to multi- 
plication by a nonzero function) 
G = a4 x4” 2(x” - Mu)’ - 4a’ + ’ b,v”(eu4 - Au) + b4 J,4N ‘( ?,‘J - )a)’ 
-za2 qbl 1 b’ J,2” ~ 1 (~“-.~)(?‘~-~)-4ax”h’ ~+~~‘(~f-y). 
Suppose that the Frobenius orders are non-classical, i.e., that the following 
holds: 
We then have that 
a’ x Zn- 1 yi + b’ ),?n 1 J/J _ 1 = f’Jax”” 1 +4)/z b ,,(2+ 1 +4)2, 
Equivalently, we have one of the four equalities below: 
a-~:(2n~I+4J12~by12,1~I+4);2= + 1. (*****) 
Write 2n - 1 =p’l with p J I and 1 odd. If r 3 nr, taking the p”th root of 
(*****), we get an equation of degree <n. So we must have r < m, and 
taking the p’th root of (*****), we get 
a’:P’ x l/+P+‘,/2 k bhJ’J,l/+Pm-‘)/~ = +I. 
Differentiating this last expression with respect to .Y, we get 
abJ’= +bb’ f : 0 
(lfpm ‘);1 N 
b x 
where the signs in this last expression are ordered according to the signs in 
the middle of the preceding one. It follows that (I + pm ~~ ‘)/2 - n = 0 and 
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that (b/u)“’ = *b/a. With the same considerations used in the other cases 
we conclude the necessity of the conditions in part (3) of Theorem 3, the 
sufficiency being now trivial. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3. m 
2. EXAMPLES 
We shall now give some examples of Fermat curves where we have 
computed the number of rational points. 
(i) ,d- ‘+y y ml =2zy-’ over 5,. 
We have that p 1 (n + 1) and hence this curve is Frobenius classical for 
(Dl and (201. This curve has (q-l)* rational points over IF,, which 
coincides with the bound given by (3). This bound is much better than (1). 
Bound (4) in this case is 6(q - 1)‘/5. 
(ii) M’*vy(q--‘)‘3+y(~~ 1)/3= --M’zf4-1);3 over E,, where q- 1 mod 3 
and 1~ + M’ + 1 = 0. 
One checks easily that d= 0 and that this curve has 2(q - 1)‘/9 rational 
points over ff,, which coincides with both bounds given by (3) and (4). 
Again, this is much better than (1). 
(iii) It,2 $Y - 1 V6 - us rty “I’ = zly “I6 over IF,, where q z 1 mod 6 and 
w2 - W’ + 1 = 0. 
One checks easily that this curve has d = (q - 1)/2 and that 
(q - 1)“/18 + (q - 1)/2 is the number of rational points over IF,, which 
coincides with both bounds given by (3) and (4). 
(iv) ,y + $?* = ,?n over [Fy2, where q z - 1 (mod n). 
It follows from the results of [S] that this curve attains the upper bound 
given by (1). 
For the curve CL? + by” =?’ where nl(q - 1) it is easy to see that 
N,(a,b,q)-d-Omodn’. 
Hence, using bound (4) we get that 
N,(a, b, q) < n2. 
2(q- 1 +2n-d) 
5n 1 + 4 
where [ ] means the integer part of. . . 
(v) x5+2ys=3z5 over IF,,,=&. 
(4’) 
The fifth powers in [Fz, are ( f 1, + 3, +9, f 141. We then see that d= 5 
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for this curve. The possibilities for (x’, J,“) are (1, 1 ) or (-3, 3) or (9, - 3). 
Hence this curve has 3.25 + 5 = 80 rational points over 1F,, which coincides 
with bound (4’) above. Bound (3) in this case is 105. 
We shall now study the Fermat curves appearing in Theorems 2 and 3. 
Let P = (p”’ - 1 )/(p’ - 1) (r < nz, vlnz). The lFpm 1[F,),-norm is the map s H x”, 
which is surjective. 
(vi) a .Y” + h J+’ = 2” with a, h E iF,,,. 
Since ti= 2” and h = 8” for some E, [j E 5,,,, the number of rational points 
over iF,,, on this curve is the same as in the classical Fermat curve 
.yc + f = /. Using the surjectivity of the norm, we get that this curve has 
e(pnr - e + 2) rational points over iF,“?. This is the curve for which bound 
(3) does not hold (in this case bound (3) is e(p”‘- 2e + 5)/2). 
(vii) u -yy”z + b j>Ei2 = ZC’J~ with 02, h2 E F,,. 
Since a” = c(“, h’ = p”, and - 1 = y”‘? for some x, fl, 7 E [Fpm, the number of 
rational points over [Fpm on this curve is the same as in .x’.” + J+“’ = Y”‘. We 
have that ti= 3e/2. Let (.u, J>) with .UJ~ # 0 be a finite rational point on the 
curve, i.e., Y ’ = 1 -y”‘. Taking squares we see that .Y”“, ~1’~~’ E iF,,. It now 
follows that this curve has (e”/4)(p’- 2) + 3e/2 rational points over [F,,“,. In 
this case bound (4) is (e1/5)(pr - 3/2) + 3e/2. 
(viii) II .Y”’ + h c,“’ = zZr with u, h E [F,,,. 
The map (.v:J~:z) ++ (Y:J+‘:?‘) takes the rational points over [Fpm on this 
curve to rational points over IF,,, on U.Y~ + h.~: = zf. Let H be the subgroup 
of (F,,)* of index 2; i.e., H consists of squares of elements of (iF,,)*. Let 
+: (IF,,)* -+ { 0, 1) be given by II/(a) = 1 if and only if a E H. The number 
of rational points over [FP” on this curve with xv: = 0 is 
2e($(a)++(h)+ $( -uh)). The number of rational points over [F,,, on 
ax; + by;’ = 2; with X, j’,z, # 0 is pr + 1 -2($(u) + Ii/(h) + $( -ub)). Hence 
the number of rational points over IF,,,,, is 
eYp’+ 1-2($(a)+$(h)+$(-uh)))+2e(lC/(a)+$(h)+$(-ub)). 
In this case bound (4) is given by 
These examples show that the condition that IDI (resp. 1201) has 
classical Frobenius orders over [F, is also necessary for the validity of 
bound (3) (resp. bound (4)). 
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3. WARING’S PROBLEM FOR 1F, 
We shall now apply Corollary 1 to obtain a new bound for Waring’s 
problem for 1F,, which improves on the known bounds in several cases. 
First we shall extract a suitable bound from Corollary 1. 
LEMMA. Let p be u prime and a E (IF,)*. Let n > 2 be a proper divisor of 
(p - 1 ). The number of’ solutions (x, J’) E Fi of .Y” +y”= a is (It most 
4(p - 1 )2#3 n’.‘j jar (n - $)” >, (p - 1 ). 
Pro@ It suffices to show that N,,( l/a, l/a, p) is at most 4(p - 1)“’ n’,’ 
for (n - I)” 3 (p - 1). where n >, 2 is a proper divisor of (p - 1). The upper 
bound of Corollary 1, which is valid for any integer s such that I < s < n 
and SIZ f ( p - 1 ), is at most s2 n’ + 2n( p - 1 )/s. The function f(.u) = .Y~IZ’ + 
2n(p - 1 )/x has its minimum at the point x,, = ((p - 1 )/n)“3 and we have 
f’(.uo) = 3(p - 1 )‘I3 n4’j. Making computations one can see that ,f(xo + 4) < 
4(p _ * )?.3 n4’3 and that J’(.q, - $) d 4(p - 1 )‘j3 n4’3. Taking s0 to be an 
integer in the interval [s, - i, s0 + 41, we have f(s,) d 4(p - 1 )7’3 n4’3. The 
condition (n - $)4 3 (p - 1) implies that s0 < n. We also have Son < (p - 1) 
and this proves the lemma. m 
Let y(n, p) denote the least integer 9 for which every element of 5, is a 
sum of 9 nth powers, i.e., is of the form .u; + .Y; + . . + .Y;;. 
THEOREM 4. g n 3 2 is a proper dioisor qf (p - 1) and n > (p - 1 )4’7, 
then ~t’e huoe 
I’(% p) d 170 
n7,‘3 
(p _ ’ )4;3 1% P. 
Remark. If nl( p - 1) and n < (p - 1 )/3, it is known that 
(i) y(n,p)d68(logn)2n’12 (see [4]). 
(ii) Y(n,p)<max(3, [32logn]+ l>, if n<p”2 (see [3]). 
(iii) y(n,p)<(2n’/(p- l))(l + [2logp/log2]), if n<p’13 (see Cl]). 
We note that there exists an absolute constant c>O such that the 
theorem is better than (i) and (iii) for (p- 1)417fn<~(p- 1)8:“1. 
Let P= {x”I.YE(F~) and let 9P= (aI + ... +a,Ia,EPj for any $3 1. 
We shall need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA [lo]. If # 9P >, 2n, then y(n, p) d 59 log p. 
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LEMMA. Let n 3 2 he a proper divisor of (p - 1) sucIz that 
(n - f )” 3 ( p - 1 1; then \ce huue 
Proof: Let N(a)= #{(.~,1’)~[F~Is”+~l”=al. Then N(O)<pn and 
N(a) < 4(p - 1 )‘I3 n 4’3 for a E [F,*. Since z:,, &, N(a) =p’, we conclude that 
((#2P)-I)4(p-1)“3n”3+pn>p’. 
The lemma now follows from p3 -pn 3 (p - 1)‘/2. 1 
Proof qj’ Theorem 4. If 9 is even, by the Cauchy-Davenport-Chowla 
theorem [lo], we have #,9P>p or #9P>(3/2) ((#2P)-1). Using the 
lemma above we get # 9P3 (9/16)(( p - 1 )/n)4’3. Hence #3P 3 2n if 9 is 
even and 9 2 32 n”‘/(p - 1 )4’3. It now follows that 
y(n,p) d 5 
32 r~‘;~ 
(p - 1 )4,‘3 
+2 logp. 
> 
We just have to prove that 
32,,,73 34n”’ 
(p- 1)4:3+25p- l)‘l/3’ 
which follows from n 3 (p- 1 )j17. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 1 
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